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Bally's lifetime membership for sale

Slowpitch SoftBall Forum | SoftballFans.com Games &gt; Marketplace &gt; Garage Sales &gt; Slowpitch SoftBall Forum | SoftballFans.com Forum &gt; Marketplace &gt; Garage Sale &gt; Just sending a letter to a Regional VP threatens to begin class action. Wondering how many are out there in the same situation. Some googling easily
suggests this is a problem for Bally members across the country. Also wondering if anyone who has gotten a runaround has found an easier way to get your existing membership transferred. Apparently LA Fitness has changed its policy of miliion time and has used it inconsistently even among bally members of the same situation. I'd
rather get it fixed just than being a ranting maniac if that looks possible. The current position for people like me (as far as this morning, as far as I can say) is that even if you are a member of the Bally Lifetime, with the nationwide right to use the chain, if you originally joined at one of the clubs not acquired by LA Fitness, even if the club
where you join no longer exists and you have a nationwide membership that is bound by you , they will not respect your membership. Contrary to the statements currently on their website. I understand this issue is going to be meaningless to those that it doesn't affect, but I just think there might be someone else like me out there.
DiscussionWhat, exactly, is the issue? What, exactly is the issue? The sound of lIke LA Fitness acquired some, but not all, of Bally's location and promises all of Bally's lifetime members of LA Fitness membership. The sound of lIke LA Fitness acquired some, but not all, of Bally's location and promises all of Bally's lifetime members of LA
Fitness membership. In fact, the problem sounds like the problem is that they DON't promise all of Bally's lifetime members of LA fitness membership. What, exactly is the issue? LA Fitness has taken over certain, but not all, bally locations. Unlike previous acquisitions -- in my case, holiday takeover of Jack LaLanne and Bally's acquisition
of Holiday -- transactions have been termed as asset acquisitions where only certain rights relating to certain previous Bally locations have been acquired. So as not merely assuming the full rights and obligations of the predecessor corporation's contract, they have decided to choose and choose. So they told me and others like me that
I'm still a full member of Bally -- it's just that location closest to me is now hundreds of miles away in Norfolk. And if I want to join LA Fitness to keep going to the club I've gone for years, I need to join as a new member anyone on the street. Just by chance, of course, I have a Bally membership that allows me to use any club nationwide
and pay $60 a year for life. It is surprising that LA Fitness will decide not to honor that membership. I won't it's either if I was them. You're in the same position you'll if Bally goes out of business. I wouldn't respect him either if I were they were. You're in the same position you'll if Bally goes out of business. Except that Bally is profitable due
to the sale of a location that makes up some of the materiality of the promise they made to me and others like me. That's the point. They are not out of business. Yes, LA Fitness doesn't have to respect it, but I would think that there's a reasonable chance of claiming against Bally (depending on the terms and conditions of life
membership). Except that Bally is profitable due to the sale of a location that makes up some of the materiality of the promise they made to me and others like me. That's the point. They are not out of business. What has to do with LAF? Wait, health club with thin business practices? What has to do with LAF? Well, true, the lawsuit may be
most obviously directed at Bally's but the LAF no doubt benefits from Bally's name and goodwill and the fact that Bally members are more likely to keep going to the gym they've been going from starting to find elsewhere, so they benefit continuing from Bally's established relationship with his former members. Not sure whether the claims
will stick against them, but if you are pregnant your lawsuit almost certainly wants to join them as well. What do you say will happen if Bally moves clubs so it no longer is in your particular spiral? What do you say will happen if Bally moves clubs so it no longer is in your particular spiral? I last read it a week ago so I couldn't remember the
top of my head, but I believe the clause in question went to allow me to use another club in the area if my specific location was closed rather than what would happen if no substitutes were available. Of course, that was Jack LaLanne's contract, assumed by Holiday, assumed by Bally's. Not sure what bally's current contract says or if it will
outperform my old contracts. But I would think as a common sense thing, you can't sell 170+ locations, receive money from buyers of those locations and then throw your hands away and say to members across the country well, we no longer serve in those areas, sorry. Is there any consideration that can be supported for the contract if
you can close, say, all but one club nationwide after selling membership on the basis of allowing access to the chain of hhundreds? Bally's I belongs (Wheaton- go go escalate, make your jokes) acquired by LA Fitness in December. It's a way, a better and professional way of running right now. They carry more than $20/month rates. I'm
quite happy with the change. sgii, I guess for you, but at the same time I can't imagine there that many people hold Jack Jack lifetime gym contracts today. I remember Holiday Spas from when I was a little kid, and I was 38. They've gone at least 20 years don't they? And thanks Ireland for the word on LA Fitness manage things well.
There are five Bally blocks from my place and although the price is always great, I avoid joining them because I will hear the horror story. Between that and having a very nice LA Fitness close to my job, I'll look second at them.sgii, I guess for you, but at the same time I can't imagine there are that many people are holding Jack LaLanne's
lifetime gym contracts today. I remember Holiday Spas from when I was a little kid, and I was 38. They've gone at least 20 years don't they? And thanks Ireland for the word on LA Fitness manage things well. There are five Bally blocks from my place and although the price is always great, I avoid joining them because I will hear the horror
story. Between that and having a very nice LA Fitness close to my job, I'll see their second. Do you live in a dc area? I think LA Fitness takes over all local clubs. Regarding the difference between the two, I can say that since LA Fitness took over my location it is almost the same, with many of the same staff, no new equipment, no new
decorations or other facilities. While that may change. And, whatever my complaints are now, my experience with Bally is always okay: it's cheap, nothing less crowded or less well equipped than many of the more expensive places I've been, although obviously not as fancy. If you can live with a receptionist opening the door late if you're
there early and trying to get a quick workout, or a bit of moisture by getting the damaged equipment fix it's not bad.sgii: Luckily, I can move my membership, however, my fiancee does. He learned yesterday morning that he could no longer use the Bally gym (now LAF) b/c his membership was not moved. His membership was not
transferred b/c gym I bought (later transferred to him) membership (in NY) was not acquired by the LAF. Despite the fact that he has never used any NY Bally and has exclusively used Bally's on MD, his membership has not been moved. Fucking is annoying that Bally didn't send notice to her whether to cancel or continue her Bally
membership. He contacted Bally yesterday and they said that membership could be moved w/in a month by changing his home gym; Currently, his home gym is listed as an NY gym. This drew a b/c when I transferred my membership to him, the process was handled by Bally's in MD, he received his id at the MD gym, giving MD his credit
card information gym, and it was the MD gym that overcame it with nearly $300. Bally has the worst customer service, so, I'm not sure how much I believe transfer promises. I feel for you and hope that things work out. LA Fitness is cheap enough to start. Not a lifetime member of the Ballys is cheap, but still affordable. Just going in and
trying to work out with GM clubs January is obviously not the best month to negotiate with the health club, but I'm betting they'll work with you. You might wind up paying a little more, but as Ireland mention it will be at a far better club. sgii: Luckily, I was able to transfer my membership, however, my fiancee didn't. He learned yesterday
morning that he could no longer use the Bally gym (now LAF) b/c his membership was not moved. His membership was not transferred b/c gym I bought (later transferred to him) membership (in NY) was not acquired by the LAF. Despite the fact that he has never used any NY Bally and has exclusively used Bally's on MD, his
membership has not been moved. Fucking is annoying that Bally didn't send notice to her whether to cancel or continue her Bally membership. He contacted Bally yesterday and they said that membership could be moved w/in a month by changing his home gym; Currently, his home gym is listed as an NY gym. This drew a b/c when I
transferred my membership to him, the process was handled by Bally's in MD, he received his id at the MD gym, giving MD his credit card information gym, and it was the MD gym that overcame it with nearly $300. Bally has the worst customer service, so, I'm not sure how much I believe in the promise of transfers. I feel for you and hope
that things work out. Yes, it sounds like my situation, or its version. I try to transfer my membership and the latest is that LA Fitness has decided not to accept such a transfer, so it's not the end of Bally that is a problem like this moment, even if the stories change every day. As an unemployed lawyer, I have little time and background to try
to deal with this with some possible extra coercive force. Not sure how it will change, but I will tell you if I achieve any results and, if so, how do I do it. Do you live in a dc area? I think LA Fitness takes over all local clubs. Yes I live in D.C. and work in Pentagon City. I want a place I can go near both work and home. On the LA Fitness
website they list D.C. clubs with (Ballys) next to them so they might not turn them anymore. Yes I live in D.C. and work in Pentagon City. I want a place I can near both work and home. On the LA Fitness website they list D.C. clubs with (Ballys) next to them so they might not turn them anymore. No, they're all turned on. They only stated
that Bally used to be because they offered former Bally members the chance to switch but only if they used only former Bally clubs (except, of course, they paid extra fees). I work out at the Pentagon City club. City. basically fine, so if you have one house nearby too that will work for you. You.
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